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SOÁ  MAÄT  MAÕ SOÁ  THÖÙ  TÖÏ 

 

 

 

 

 I. LISTENING :  Listen to the tape and write True or False : (0,5pt) 

 

1. Liz met Ba’s family at his house in the afternoon 1. ........... 
2. Ba took a lot of photos to show the trip to his parents 2. ........... 
 

 II.  USE OF ENGLISH : Write A,B,C, or D which best completes the sentences :  (2pts)   

 
1. She asked him how he ____________ English in the future. 1. .... 
A. uses B. used C. will use D. would use 
2. Mr. Brown is a farmer. He's used _______________ farming work. 2. ..... 

A. to do B. to doing C. to be doing D. to have done 
3. There is a big old banyan tree …… the entrance …… the village 3. ..... 
A. from / to B. at / in C. at / to D. at / from 
4. The center has many _______________ and native English teacher. 4. ..... 
A. good-qualify B. well-qualifying C. well-qualified D. good-qualified 
5. Long ago. French ________________ in Viet Nam. 5. ..... 
A. is spoken B. was spoken C. spoke D. has spoken 
6. My village is about 200 kilometers _________ the South of Ho Chi Minh city. 6. ..... 
A. to B. from C. at D. in 

7. ____________ have fashion designers done to modernize the Ao dai? 7...... 
A. How B. Why C. What D. Where 
8. My family had a _______________ trip to the countryside. 8...... 
A. four day B. four days C. four-days D. four-day 

 III. Supply the correct form of Words in parentheses : (1,5pts) 

 
1. Finding that the film was _______________, we turned off the TV. (interest) 1. ______________ 

2. The picnic last week gave us a lot of _____________. (enjoy) 2. ______________ 

3. If you are  _________________ to our suggestion, we’ll start working. (agree) 3. _______________ 

4. These clothes didn't attract me a lot. They looked _____________. (fashion) 4. ______________ 

5.There are many products advertised on the Internet. It is__________used.(commerce) 5. ______________ 

6.The teacher said all_____had to complete the written examination in 45 minutes.(exam) 6. ______________ 

 IV. Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English : (0,5pt) 

 
1. Do you know what was she doing at this time yesterday?  1. .....……… 

                    A       B              C             D  

2. Most of their farm work used to do by hand. 2. ………… 

        A                                   B       C       D  

 V. Reading  Comprehension :   (2,5pts) 
V.1. Read the passage, and  decide whether the statements that follow are True or False : (1pt) 



 

 

  

      Everybody knows that in studying foreign languages practice is the key to fluency. All foreign language learners 
even the advanced learners need practice. There is a fact that a learner can know a lot of grammar rules and have 
a large vocabulary; however, they can’t speak well yet. So the learners must know how to use what they have 
learnt, apart from the ability to explain grammar rules. Listening, speaking, reading and writing are all important 
skills but most English learners find listening and writing the most difficult. 

 
1.The key to fluency in studying a foreign language is practice. 1. ........... 
2. Advanced learners needn’t practice. 2. ........... 
3. Some English learners find listening and writing the most difficult skills. 3. ........... 
4. A learner can't speak well even though he knows a lot of grammar rules and has a large vocabulary. 4. ........... 
V.2. Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the following passage : (1pt) 

 
    For every season-winter, spring, summer and fall - there are new clothes and new fashions in the stores. Colors and styles 
keep changing. One season black is the "in" color, (1) ______ the next season everyone is wearing orange or pink or gray. 
One season tight-fitting clothes are fashionable, and the next season (2) __________ clothes are "in". 
          The length of women' skirts goes up and down from year to year. Each season there is always a "correct" length and (3) 
_______ your skirt is just a little too long or too short some people will think that you are very unfashionable. 
           Keeping up with the fashions can be very expensive. So one way to (4) ________ money is never to throw your old 
clothes out. If you wait long enough, the clothes that are out of style today will be back in style tomorrow. "Yesterday's clothes 
are tomorrow's new fashions." 

 
1. A. and B. but C. or D. so 1. ….. 
2. A. short B. old C. baggy D. faded 2. …... 
3. A. so B. because C. when D. if 3. ….. 
4. A. earn B. spend C. waste D. save 4. ….... 

V.3. Reread the passage in V.2, and then choose the correct answer : (0.5pt) 

1. Which sentence is not true 1. …..... 
A. There are new clothes and new fashions for each year B. Colors keep changing from one season to another. 
C. Tight-fitting clothes are always fashionable in all seasons. D. It is very expensive to keep up with the fashions. 
2. What does the word "in" in line 2 refer to? 2. ....... 
A. fashionable B. season 
C. style D. color 

 VI. Rewrite the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence : (2pts) 
1. Peter hates having to do homework every night. 
  Peter wishes  .......................................................................................................................................................   
2. Did Tom's mother buy him a new bike last week? 
 Tom's mother   ......................................................................................................................................................  
3. Sam used to read this book many times when he was a child. 
  This book  ............................................................................................................................................................  
4. Tim asked, “What will you do tomorrow, Jenny?”  
  Tim asked  ...........................................................................................................................................................   

 VII. Rearrange the words to make complete sentences : (1pt) 
1. shop / work / took / it / back / Mr. Robinson / the / didn't / new / to / the / because / printer  
   ............................................................................................................................................................................   
2. you / aspects / find / difficult / ? / of / most / the / learning / what / English / do  
    ...........................................................................................................................................................................  
 

THE  END  OF  THE  TEST  ! 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
  


